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Mar 7, 2022Spicmacay

Mar 9, 2022Exam Over…Yipeee !!!

On March 7th. 2022, SPIC MACAY, “The Society for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music and 
Culture Amongst Youth,” visited our school. We had the opportunity to be a part of this wonderful 
performance by Sarod Maestro Pt. Tejendra Majumdar. The students from Classes I to VIII witnessed 
the mesmerising performance of the Maestro. 

We also got a chance to interact with Pt. Majumdar. Panditji shared his knowledge and made us 
aware about classical music and the role of the  musical instrument- the sarod. The renowned 
artist gracefully responded to all our queries about his work, Soul call ‘Om Namoh Narayana’, 
being one of the nominations for the Grammy Awards 2010. The evening was indeed a treat for all 
of us.

Exams! Exams! Exams! A stressful phase. But the last day 
of examinations always brings a sigh of relief. This week 
on March 9, 2022, our final assessment got over and we 
all felt so relaxed. We were in a party mood to the fullest 
enjoyed ourselves. 

It was such a wonderful feeling. This day is also special 
for us because we move step ahead on our academic 
ladder. We enjoyed our holiday and vowed to work 
harder and learn new lessons in our new academic 
session.

By-
Trusha Sarkar (VIII)

By-
Afifa Fatima (VI)
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Alumni Speak
On March 11, 2022, Ex-Dynamo, Deeksha Bharti conducted 
an interactive session with the students of Classes VI, VII & VIII. 
She is multi talented as she has successfully ventured out as a 
Digital Marketer, Brand Consultant, Event Manager and a 
Motivational Speaker. We imbibed immense positivity from 
her. She appreciated the way The Doon Girls had given her a 
strong base to combat fears and live life carefree. 

She shared the quote ‘Winning does not mean being first, but 
doing better than before.’ Competing with ourselves is what 
matters the most. I could relate well to the statement she 
made. From childhood we are taught to study hard and be 
serious. However we should study joyfully, work happily and 
play freely. Follow what our heart says, give our 100% and 
explore ourselves instead of limiting ourselves, were the life 
lessons we all carried with us after this program.

By-
Linisha Agarwal  (VIII)

Mar 11, 2022

Mar 10, 2022Refresher Dose

After a week of rigorous preparation, late night group studies and 
juggling between numbers and subjects for our final exams., we 
were all geared up on March 10, 2022 for a refreshing break. 
Thursday morning dawned clear and sunny, pitch set, audience 
excited and the players all charged up to exhibit their skills on the 
field. 

We were fortunate to have with us Mr. R.P. Devgan, a keen and 
experienced sportsman. He shared some valuable techniques of 
a good game of cricket and gave some tips to play well. 

The teams, Reds and Yellows had a neck to neck competition on 
the pitch. The wit of the commentators kept the viewers cheering 
and encouraging the teams. The Yellows emerged the winners. 
The morning proved to be a super-duper booster dose for all of 
us.

By-
Zirpu Neelam (VII)



Holi Celebration Mar 18, 2022

Blissful Sunday

‘Each day of our lives we make deposits in the memory banks of our 
children’. The weekend (March13) was really well spent.The students 
along with their parents, grandparents, uncles and aunts had a gala 
time in each other’s company. It was an amazing sight to observe the 
enthusiastic kids sharing their feelings, experiences and joyous moments 
with them. 

The fathers played with their wards and enjoyed losing the games to 
their little ones. The reunion wrapped up with a Food- Fiesta comprising 
mouth-watering delicacies. Such precious moments of togetherness 
was also  shared over the next two weekends (20th& 27th) as well, with 
different sets of students. 

Mar 13, 2022
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By-
Vanya Agarwal  (VI)



Holi, the festival of colours, marks the beginning of Spring season and brings along joyful spirit and 
happy expression. March 18, 2022, witnessed a similar fervor in our school campus as all the students, 
residential staff and the support staff, celebrated the festival together. Moreover, the students 
enjoyed a special menu for the day and got tuck.

A night before, the students were a part of ‘Holika Dahan’, the celebration that depicts the triumph 
of good over evil. With the pledge of burning away all the negativity and sparkling with positive 
thoughts, the festivities came to an end.

‘Designing is the process of creating, constructing and executing 
something useful, innovative, aesthetic and unobtrusive.’ With the 
same objective, on March 19, 2022, Mr. Paul Damle, conducted a 
workshop on ‘Design and Visual Mathematics’. Visualisation of 
shapes was explained through various demonstrations and hands-on 
activities. 

Mr. Damle motivated the attendees to come together and form a 
‘Makers’ Space’. It’s a wonderful space that facilitates creativity, 
provides a platform to all the teachers from various subject areas to 
get together and create innovative products, as a team. The 
resource person wrapped up the workshop with an inspiring note, 
‘Education is application of knowledge’.

Makers’ Space Mar 19, 2022
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By-
Snigdha Singh  (VII)

By-
Saumya Nayak (VIII)



By-
Era Priya  (VI)
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The topic for the month of March for the class boards was ‘Theatre’, to mark World Theatre Day, celebrated on March 27. The 
students of Class IV initiated the presentation by throwing light on the history of theatre. Similarly the students of other classes 
demonstrated the importance of theatre in one’s life, the evolution process of this art through simple plays and a puppet show. 
The session was an enriching one.

Open House Mar 27, 2022

On March 28, the students of Class VI proved to be budding entrepreneurs with their projection of innovative business ideas. 
The little innovators came up with various products with unique features. They pitched in their proposals in front of the 
audience and also responded to their queries with full con�dence and conviction. The activity proved to be a wonderful 
exercise to enhance creative thinking and logical analysis.

Innovation Effect Mar 28, 2022

By-
Zirpu Neelam (VII)



By-
Garvita Waldia  (VI)

The much-awaited outings were at the doorstep. The morning of March 21, started with a lot of excitement and enthusiasm. 
Four beautiful places were picked up for the annual trip of the students from classes 1 to 8.

Classes I, II, III & IV went to Song Valley Resort; Classes V, VI & VII went to Spillway Resorts; VIII went to a farm and school in 
Biharigarh where they played various adventurous sports and team building games.

Every experience was special in its own way and had a di�erent charm. The students had a wonderful learning experience 
through multiple sports, trekking, visits and group activities.

Overall it was a fresh new album of fresh memories created, to be cherished for long.

Fun n Frolic Mar 21, 2022
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Chef In The Making

Students of Class IV exhibited their culinary skills through their 
unique dishes prepared with healthy ingredients. ‘Cooking 
without Fire’ provided a platform to the little ones to enhance 
not only their speaking skills but also their innovative thinking. 
Each group demonstrated excellent team e�ort and coordina-
tion to bring out their recipes and present them in a creative 
way. The groups prepared and served veg. sandwiches, biscuit 
sandwiches, fruit cream and di�erent kinds of shakes.

By-
Melissa Mathew (V)
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All the students of The Doon Girls’ School along with the sta� left for 
Rishikesh to o�er puja and perform the ritual of the sacred aarti at the 
holy ghats of Ganga on March 31. This marked the commencement of the 
new session 2022-23. 

It was a pleasing experience to o�er diyas and watch them being swayed 
away by the �ow of the Ganges.
After this trip, on April 8, the second batch comprising the new students, 
too went for the same ritual before they started their new academic 
session
 

Ganga Puja
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Mar 31, 2022

By-
Disha Sahu (VI) 


